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3 of 8 review helpful coping with fate By John B Burnheim Lloyd s book is not about the theological and 
metaphysical issues such as predestination divine power and foreknowledge but about the moral psychology of 
different conceptions of destiny providence and fate So the Greeks are approached through Euripides and Descartes 
and Spinoza through their conceptions of the role of emotions rather than their metaphysics To the ancient Greeks 
providence was the inherent purpose and rational structure of the world In Christian thought it became a benign will 
ldquo providing rdquo for human well being And in our own ever more secular times is providence lost Perhaps but as 
Genevieve Lloyd makes clear in this illuminating work providence still exerts a powerful influence on our thought and 
in our lives and understanding how can help us clarify the functioning or increasing In a wonderfully clear treatment 
Lloyd filters changing understandings of freedom responsibility and necessity through the lens of providence Showing 
just how much hinges on the presence or absence of notions of fate and providence she is able to engage t 
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